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CEFR Level (A1, 

A2...) 
A1 

Grade 6th 

Content areas Social Science, digital competence, learn to learn competence, autonomy and personal initiative. 

Number of 

sessions 
8 

Teacher(s) 

involved 
Sixth grade teacher and an English teacher. 

Key words Internet, correct use, risks, consequences, security, hackers, malwares and viruses, access, social networks, false contacts, privacy, ... 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 

This project is based on a driving question: “How can our class teach fifth graders about the risks of internet?”  It’s composed of 10 activities and is addressed to sixth grade students: 

Firstly, students have to design a brainstorming to identify the different types of internet risks, in order to extract their previous knowledge of the topic. Then, in groups of three, establish roles: 

-Spokesperson: Talk in front of others to share the ideas of their own work group. 

-Facilitator: Ordering and Distribution of tasks. 

-Secretary: Write important information about the work. 

Each group has to come up with the ideas related to their topic and share them with the other groups.  

Group 1: information, a real example and the consequences of incorrect use of computer security: hackers (steal/access your account and find your house address). 

Group 2: information, a real example and consequences of incorrect use of social networks (privacy-private account). 

Group 3: information, a real example and consequences of false contacts (paedophiles). 

Group 4: information, a real example of incorrect use of your private data, photos and videos (privacy). 

Through these findings the students write the information found in a word document. Then they watch a Prezi presentation example to obtain ideas for their own presentation. They have to 

design their own Prezi and include different supports that show dangerous situations and give advice on how to deal with them. Then in the whole group they have to create the final enjoyable 

Prezi and practise how to do an enjoyable and clear talk of it to fifth graders. 

Finally, they have to create a kahoot test to check if their peers have understood the message. Then they work on the talk and present the kahoot game to the fifth grade students and they play 
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it. The last session is when they evaluate their talk presentation, the results of kahoot and the comments of their teachers on their work. Peer, team work and self-assessment. 

The driving question: How can our class teach fifth graders about the risks of internet? 

 

GOALS 

HOW DO YOU KNOW STUDENTS ARE MAKING 

PROGRESS? 

(assessment criteria) 

1. Identify different types of internet risks in a popplet brainstorming. 

2. Work in groups, establishing and accomplishing their own role. 

3. Look for information and supports for their topic. 

1. They can share orally what types of internet risks they are aware of. 

2. They have to accomplish the responsibilities of their role in the group.  

3. They can look for reliable information in real web information pages and organise the tasks in the team work. 

4. They can explain and write in groups clearly what the risks of internet are, what the consequences of misusing it can be 

and add supports to show it in practical situations. 

5. They can see a Prezi example and use the ideas obtained in written form to do their own presentation. 
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4. Explain some different consequences of false information, contacts 

and situations with their little group, and write it in a word document.  

5. Watch examples; obtain ideas about their topic to add to their 

presentation. 

6. Create an enjoyable Prezi presentation to warn against risks of 

internet. 

7. Advise peers on how to spot false information, undesirable 

contacts and situations with examples: images, videos, real 

experiences,... 

8. Design a questionnaire about their presentation in a kahoot game. 

6. They can create a presentation to show different daily situations where we may be in danger. 

7. They can give advice to peers about internet data, undesirable contacts and private information, through 

various supports in the same Prezi presentation. 

8. They can assess their own work taking into account the teachers’ comments and peer, team work and self-

assessment regularly used rubrics. 

9. They can check the peers understanding through the kahoot questionnaire. 

10. They can test the peers’ development in their own implementation in real life network situations. 
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9. Review: constant review of their work including teachers’ comments 

and other useful supports like dictionaries, reliable web 

information…learn from their mistakes. 

10. Work with personal initiative and entrepreneurship to develop self-

confidence.  

 

PRODUC

T/S 

A talk for fifth graders about risks of internet, some different consequences of incorrect use of it and finally a kahoot test to check if their peers have understood the 
message. 
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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS 

Link your project to the curriculum 

SPECIFIC COMPETENCES AND KEY CONTENTS  

Subject-matter curriculum Foreign language curriculum 

Area of environmental: Natural, social and cultural environmental knowledge area: 

 Technological and daily life dimension 

 Competence 1. Select, use and program digital devices and their functions 

according to the tasks to be carried out. 

 Competence 2. Use the basic functions of text editing applications, numerical 

data processing numerical and multimedia presentations. 

 Treatment of information and organisation of digital environments of work 

dimension 

 Competence 4. Look for, contrast and select digital information while 

considering diversity of sources and digital environments. 

 Competence 5. Constructing new personal knowledge through strategies of 

treatment of information with digital support applications. 

Area of languages. Foreign language area: 

❖ Oral communication 

➔ Competence 1. Obtain basic information and comprehend simple or adapted from 

daily life oral texts, from the media and from school. 

➔ Competence 2. Plan and produce short and simple oral texts adequate for the 

communicative situation.  

Competence 3. Interact orally according to the communicative situation using basic 

conversational strategies. 

➢ Contents: 

❏ Understanding classroom work and performance instructions. 

❏ Understanding and participation in classroom exchange social situations: greet, say 
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 Contents 

❏ Education for security 

❏ Phases of research 

 Technological and social environment 

 Competence 9. Using materials in an efficient way with scientific knowledge 

and technological criteria, to solve daily situations. 

 Competence 10. Designing simple machines and using daily life devices in 

a safe and efficient way. 

 

❏ Appraisal of the impact of technological development on living conditions and 

in the work place. 

❏ Responsible use of ICT. Appraisal of the need to control the time spent on 

ICT devices and their power of addiction. 

❏ Use of organisation for files. Recognition and use of menus for the functions 

of basic software of word processing, graphics and presentations with texts, 

drawings, images and audio. 

❏ Use of the Internet to search for information (image, text and audio) through: 

search engines, web addresses, key words. Treatment of information. 

❏ Use of electronic mail and virtual environments of communication with 

publication of documents in Internet. 

goodbye, congratulate, apologise, ask permission, and give thanks... and of oral texts 

related with curricular subjects. 

❏ Identification of lexicon and basic specific expressions on a concrete topic. 

❏ Global and specific understanding of different types of oral texts in different supports 

and formats, and extraction of information for the creation of concrete task or as a 

reinforcement/extension of the knowledge. 

❏ Memorisation and reproduction of oral texts such as songs, poems, rhymes, tales, and 

brief texts related with curricular contents of other subjects, employing the verbal and 

non-verbal language. 

❏ Pronunciation, intonation and suitable rhythm in common place oral interactions 

following the structure of the foreign language. 

❏ Recognition of different types of sentences through intonation (interrogation, 

exclamation...). 

❏ Production of classroom social exchange messages to and related with thematic 

content: questions, answers, instructions of work… 

❏ Communication rules and oral interaction: turn to talk, tone of voice, respect for the 

interventions of others… 

❏ Use of the specific structures of the foreign language in the oral productions. 

❏ Individual or in group oral presentation of subjects worked and using visual and digital 

supports. 
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Education in values area 

 Interpersonal communication and collaboration dimension 

 Competence 8. Carry out activities in group using tools and virtual 

environments of collaborative work. 

 Habits, public spirit and digital identity dimension 

 Competence 9. Develop healthy habits of use of technology. 

 Competence 10. Act in a critical, careful and responsible way when using 

ICT. 

 Contents 

❏ Communication of information and defence of one’s own 

point of view. 

❏ Application of social relationship skills and respect for the 

diversity. 

❏ Application of dialogue and mediation in the resolution of 

conflicts. 

❏ Use of ICT resources. 

 Evaluation criteria 

Use of different information from the media to interpret relevant social 

problems. Awareness of the relation of proximity that information technologies 

❏ Ability to overcome the difficulties that can appear in the interaction using strategies 

that facilitate the communication (repetition, use of examples, gesture, images). 

❏ Interest and effort to understand the classroom oral productions. 

❏ Estimation of oral productions as their own learning expressions. 

  

❖ Reading comprehension 

➔ Competence 4. Apply strategies to obtain basic information and comprehension of 

simple written texts or adapted from daily life from the media and school settings. 

➔ Competence 5. Use visual, discursive and basic linguistic traits from a clearly 

structured text to understand it. 

➔ Competence 6. Use research tools to access the comprehension of texts. 

❏ Understanding of different information from curricular content areas and presented in 

different supports. 

❏ Strategies of reading learnt in other languages at the centre that help with the 

understanding of the text and that allow words and expressions to be deducted 

(prediction, supposition). 

❏ Reading of different types of texts, on paper and digital support, to grasp the general 

sense and extract the specific information. 

❏ Intonation, following the rhythmical structure of the foreign language, in the expressive 
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and communication provide with other places on the planet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reading of simple texts. 

❏ Use of dictionaries on paper and digital support for understanding of words and 

expressions. 

❏ Use of the classroom, school and public library as a source of information in different 

foreign language written supports. 

❏ Use of digital tools for the guided research of the information in the realisation of 

specific tasks. 

❏ Interest for the reading of real and adapted texts, as a source of information and 

pleasure. 

  

❖ Writing expression 

➔ Competence 7. Planning simple texts from the identification of the most relevant 

elements in a communicative situation. 

➔ Competence 8. Produce simple text adequate to the communicative situation and with 

the help of supports. 

➔ Competence 9. Review text to improve it according to the communicative situation 

with the help of specific supports. 

❏ Strategies and resources of written production learnt from the other curricular 

languages for the production of different types of written texts. 
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 ❏ Production of brief texts related to daily life situations. 

❏ Use of expressions and sentences worked in class in the production of written texts 

(descriptions, dialogues, accounts, poems) with support, when it was necessary, of 

TAC resources. 

❏ Use of specific structures of the foreign language in the written productions. 

❏ Application of the knowledge on the structure of the foreign language (lexical, morpho 

syntactic and orthographic) and in the production of written texts. 

❏ Use of secure digital communication systems, suitable to age to establish ways of 

communication in the foreign language and for the presentation, edition and 

publication of texts. 

❏ Rules for good presentation of written texts. 

  

❖ Knowledge of the language working and learning 

➔ Competence 11. Reproduce orally and in written form simple literary texts for 

enjoyment and to foment enjoyment of others. 

❏ Differences of oral and written language in real communicative situations or adapted to 

types of text. 

❏ Association of spelling, pronunciation and meaning. 

❏ Skills and strategies to learn new lexicon, expressions and structures (repetition, 
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memorisation, association, use of multimedia supports) and reflection on their own 

learning. 

❏ Recognition and use of lexical, shapes and specific basic structures of the foreign 

language. 

❏ Resources TAC to work on basic vocabulary and extension and linguistic structures of 

the foreign language. 

❏ Application first on the knowledge and then of the linguistic aspects learnt from the 

other curricular languages: signs of punctuation. 

❏ Basic orthographic rules. 

❏ Writing of common words with spelling difficulty. 

❏ Basic connectors: and, but, then, because… 

❏ Similarities and basic irregularities and specific grammatical shapes of the foreign 

language: recognition and use through a communicative vision. 

❏ Verbal forms (present, past, future) suitable to the type of text. 

❏ Assessment and confidence in one’s own capacity to learn a foreign language as an 

instrument for the realisation of tasks, as a learning and access tool to knowledge and 

as a language of communication in and outside the classroom. 

  

❖ Literary education 
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➔ Competence 12. Use multi linguistic strategies for communication.  

❏ Understanding of real or adapted simple literary texts. 

❏ Audition, reading, memorisation and reading aloud of simple literary texts (poems, 

songs, legends, sayings…). 

❏ Reading aloud of simple literary texts paying attention to the pronunciation, tone of 

voice and to intonation basic pauses of the foreign language. 

❏ Oral reproduction of brief literary texts memorised such as songs, poems, rhymes, with 

no verbal elements. 

❏ Writing of linguistic games and simple literary texts: songs, poems, comics, short 

tales...from models. 

❏ Dramatizations, explanation of dialogue tales and readings aloud of poems or songs. 

❏ Respect for the productions of others. 

❏ Use of the classroom, school and public library as a source of information in different 

foreign language written supports. 

❏ Interest and curiosity to read written tales or books (in different supports) in the foreign 

language. 
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21st CENTURY COMPETENCES 

Collaboration x Information, media and technology x 

Communication x Leadership & Responsibility x 

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving x Initiative & Self-direction x 

Creativity & Innovation x Social & Cross-cultural x 

Others: 

 

 

KEY COMPETENCES 

Communicative, linguistic and audiovisual competence x Digital competence x 

Mathematical competence  Social and civic competence x 
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Interaction with the physical world competence  Learning to learn competence x 

Cultural & artistic competence  Personal initiative and entrepreneurship competence x 

 

CONTENTS (Knowledge and Skills) 

TOPIC-RELATED KNOWLEDGE TOPIC-RELATED SKILLS 

 

1.1 They will have to think about the topic and express ideas orally so that they can learn from each 
other and themselves. 

1.2 They need to look for/ask the teachers about the words and expressions that they need. 

2.1. They have to established roles and carry out the activities assigned. 

2.2. Decide in each group who will be responsible for what follow instructions. 

2.3. Summarise information and extract key points. 

2.4. Share information with other groups. 

 

1. 1. Popplet brainstorming 

2.1. 2.1 Organisational skills of the group and information obtained 

2.2. Cooperation: rubric responsibilities roles group, peer and self-assessment. 

3. Listening and extracting key concepts from oral presentations in a word document. 

4. Designing their own Prezi presentation in a real presentation draft. 

5. Practise an enjoyable and clear talk and modify where necessary with their own assessment and the 
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2.5. They need to look for/ask the teachers about the words and expressions that they need. 

2.6. Learning to work in group 

3.1.1 Listen and ask questions to maximize knowledge of the topic. 

3.1.2 Organise ideas and create their own presentation based on the example. 

3.2.1Learning to work in group. 

4.1 Look for information about the topic on reliable webs. 

4.2 Decide and establish the little parts of presentation in group. 

4.3 Summarise the information and have a deadline for every student. 

4.4 Look for images, videos (with copyright) and real experiences as a presentation support. 

4.5 Review the task and do drafts. 

5.1 Practise orally the information that they want to explain in the talk. 

5.2 Memorise the information. 

5.3 Review the pronunciation and make corrects. 

6.1 Decide which questions answer important ideas about the topic. 

6.2 Use supports such as dictionaries, ask teachers… to correct all that they write. 

teachers’ comments in a word document through the rubrics. 

6. Designing a kahoot questionnaire game on the information imparted. 

7. Work on the talk through the Prezi presentation and present the kahoot game to the fifth grade 

students and they play it. 

8.1 Statistical analysis by way of the kahoot results. 

8.2 Peer, teamwork and self-assessment rubrics. 
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6.3 Learn to create a kahoot: add the title, the cover image, the questions and the possible answers, 
mark the correct answer. Establish the time needed to answer and the score of each questionnaire 
correct answer. 

6.4 Link the kahoot URL to the Prezi. 

7.1 Introduce the task to fifth grade students and teachers. 

7.2 Work on the enjoyable talk. 

7.3 Explain the questionnaire test to fifth graders and give them time to answer. 

7.4 Correct in the group as a whole and see who does well in this game, who has more points and 
common errors. 

8.1 Extract information from the questionnaire. 

8.2 Extract information from the teachers’ feedback. 

8.3 Extract information from their own assessment during the project progress and final product: the 
talk (peer, teamwork and self). 

8.4 Decide their own mark in the final product using all rubrics done and share the reflections of it with 
the whole class and teacher. 
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CONTENT-OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE 

Lexicon, grammatical and syntactical structures and expressions: 

Session 1: 

Vocabulary: 

 Risks of internet 

 Hackers: reliable information sources, spies, steal/access your account and find your house address/personal information) 

 Social networks (privacy-private account), texting with false contacts (paedophiles) 

 Private data, photos and videos (privacy). 

 Computer cleaning: viruses, malwares… 

 Dangerous online games and challenges. 

Expressions: 

 I know someone that… 
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 I know a situation where… 

 When I’m: texting/finding information/uploading images, videos or private data/cleaning my computer/playing online/… 

 

Session 2: 

Vocabulary: 

 Group roles establishment. 

 Responsibilities. 

 Spokesperson: Talk in front of others to share the ideas of their own work group. 

 Facilitator: Order and Distribution of tasks. 

 Secretary: Write important information about the work. 

 Real examples. 

 Consequences. 
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 Incorrect use. 

 Computer security. 

 Reliable web pages. 

 Key point. 

 Session 1 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

 We want to share our own work with you. 

 We looked for… and have found… 

 We have extract… 

 We have summarised the information and we think that the most important ideas are… 

 Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

 I think you’re working well but… 
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 I think I’m working well, but… 

 What do you think? 

Session 3: 

Vocabulary: 

  Session 1 and 2 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

- What does this word/expression/sentence mean? 

- Can I/you look for the meaning in the dictionary? 

- Do you know how to work on a Prezi presentation or any other presentation support? 

- What presentation support do you want to use? 

- Do you know any reliable web pages/ videos/ news? 

- What characteristics do you think has our own presentation? 
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- Do you have any more ideas? 

- Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

- I think you’re working well but… 

- I think I’m working well, but… 

- What do you think? 

Session 4 

Vocabulary 

 Session 1,2, 3 vocabulary 

 Title. 

 Information. 

 Supports: Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations. 

 Slides. 
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 Effects. 

 Presentation Design 

Expressions: 

 What type of design do you prefer? 

 We looked for information and filled in the gaps in the presentation draft. 

 What can we write in the slide 1, 2, 3…? 

 How can we write this word? 

 What supports can we add to this slide? 

 Do you have any more ideas? How can we improve it? 

 Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

 I think you’re working well but… 

 I think I’m working well, but… 
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 What do you think? 

Session 5: 

Vocabulary:  

  - Session 1, 2, 3 and 4 vocabulary. 

 - PowerPoint structure 

 - Text (linguistically adequate) 

 - Example supports: images, videos, news 

 - Correct vocabulary and grammar 

 - Tone of voice 

 - Presentation quality: comprehension/proposal conviction 

 - Body posture and visual contact 

 - Time management 
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Expressions:  

 How do you pronounce this word? 

 In this part I want to talk to you about… 

 Now, my classmate will explain/show you… 

Session 6: 

Vocabulary: 

  - Questionnaire 

 - Questions/answers 

 - Time to answer. 

 - Tittle. 

 - Cover image. 

Expressions. 
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- Do you know any questionnaire game? 

- Do you know how to use a kahoot game? 

- Which part do we prepare before before planning the kahoot? 

- Which title, questions, answers, time to answer and cover image do you want to add to the kahoot draft? 

- Is it correct? 

- How do we copy the kahoot link in a Prezi presentation? 

- Let’s try to play in the kahoot. 

Session 7 

Vocabulary: 

- Session 1 to 6 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

 -  Today we want to introduce an important topic: risks of internet. 
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 - How many people use internet every day? 

 - What risks are you aware of? 

 - Well, let’s begin with the talk and at the end if you want to ask any questions, raise your hand. Thank you. 

 - There are a lot of types of internet risks, but today you are going to learn how to use the internet correctly and avoid undesirable situations. 

 - To start I want to talk about… 

 - In this part I want to talk to you about… 

 - Now, my classmate will explain/show you… 

 - Well, now it is your turn to check if you have understood the most important points made about risks on the internet. 

 - We have prepared a kahoot questionnaire game and you have to play it in pairs and with tablets, the group that gets the most points wins! Good luck, you can start! 

 - Ok, let’s review your answers and scores. 

 - The common errors are… 

- And the winner is… 
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Session 8: 

Vocabulary:  

- Session 7 vocabulary. 

- Self, peer and teacher assessment. 

- Project progress assessment. 

- Weaknesses and strengths. 

Expressions: 

- Which common errors and misunderstandings were there at the end of the talk? How can we improve this in our next talk? 

-  What can we improve in our presentation? 

- Let’s compare the results of rubrics in all project progress assessments (self, peer and teacher rubrics). 

- What weaknesses and strengths have we found? 

- What conclusions can we extract to improve our own work? 
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- Are the teacher and your own marks similar? 

- Yes, but/because… 

- No, because… 

 

PERSONAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

- Respect for the productions of others. 

- Interest and curiosity to read written tales or books (in different supports) in the foreign language. 

- Assessment and confidence in one’s own capacity to learn a foreign language as an instrument for the realisation of tasks, as a learning and access tool to knowledge and as a 

language of communication in and outside the classroom. 

- Interest for the reading of real and adapted texts, as a source of information and pleasure. 

- Assessment of personal initiative and entrepreneurship. 

- Assessment of teamwork, peer and self-assess. 

- Interest to improvement: learn through the review and wrongs. 
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MATERIALS & RESOURCES 

SESSION 1:  

1.1. POPPLET APP 

      KEY WORDS PROJECT 

SESSION 2:  

2.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

THE LESSON ON INTERNET 

2.2. DOCUMENT: ROLES AND TOPICS FOR EACH GROUP 

       PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

       SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
file:///E:/ESCOLES/ESCOLA%20CIRCELL/GEP/CLIL%20ACTIVITY/THE%20LESSON%20ON%20INTERNET.pdf
file:///E:/ESCOLES/ESCOLA%20CIRCELL/GEP/and%20share%20them%20with%20the%20other%20groups
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
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       PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SESSION 3:  

3.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

      PREZI PRESENTATION 

3.2 POPPLET APP 

      PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

3.3 PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

      SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

      PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SESSION 4:  

4.1 DRAFT PREZI PRESENTATION 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
http://prezi.com/vidcielqq2bj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ddijg3Ge5D9B0sTDp8VdX3Am42wUsKbl/view?usp=sharing
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     PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

4.2 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

      PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

4.3 PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SESSION 5:  

5.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

      PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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5.2 IMPORTANT PARTS OF ORAL PRESENTATION 

     PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

5.3 PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SESSION 6:  

6.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

      KAHOOT GAME DRAFT  

      PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

6.4 PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

      SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

      PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SESSION 7:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14u4EC07IiM3DRqoiiZkIEkJ209Gf0HIg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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7.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

      SELF, PEER AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT TALK PRESENTATION  

SESSION 8:  

8.1 KEY WORDS PROJECT 

     PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

     PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

     SELF, PEER AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT TALK PRESENTATION 

 

REFERENCES 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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www.wordreference.com 

www.teacherspayteachers.com 

www.pinterest.com 

https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/rsks/nln-ctvts/index-en.aspx 

https://www.wikihow.com/Write-an-Article-for-Your-School-Newspaper#/Image:Write-an-Article-for-Your-School-Newspaper-Step-6-Version-2.jpg 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

- Maybe this PBL project would be more useful at the beginning of school year and perhaps it’s more useful prepare one session 

http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/rsks/nln-ctvts/index-en.aspx
https://www.wikihow.com/Write-an-Article-for-Your-School-Newspaper%23/Image:Write-an-Article-for-Your-School-Newspaper-Step-6-Version-2.jpg
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and work on in class. 

- I think we need more time to do it in the course sessions. 
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· UNIT OVERVIEW · 

 

 

S Activities Content-obligatory Language Timing 

R/S/L/W/

I 

Skills 

 

Interaction 

T-S 

S-S 

S-Expert 

S-World 

CMC 

 

Assessment 

Peer assessment 

Self-assessment 

Teacher 

assessment 

... 
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1 

1.1 In the first session the T write 

in the D.B. POPPLET APP, the 

driving question to introduce the 

topic to work on and create a 

brainstorming: 

- How can our class teach 

fifth graders about the 

risks of internet? 

Then the T give them and the KEY 

WORDS PROJECT, which they 

can use to interact orally in every 

session. The S have to mark with 

a tick what vocabulary they know 

about the topic, and mark with a 

cross all that they don’t know. 

 

Risks of internet 

 Hackers: reliable information 

sources, spies, steal/access your 

account and find your house 

address/personal information) 

 Social networks (privacy-private 

account), texting with false 

contacts (paedophiles) 

 Private data, photos and videos 

(privacy). 

 Computer cleaning: viruses, 

malwares… 

 Dangerous online games and 

challenges. 

15’ R+S +L+ I 
T-S 

S-S 
X 

1.1 Initial assessment 

(checking students’ prior 

knowledge).  

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
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 I know someone that… 

 I know a situation where… 

 When I’m: texting/finding 

information/uploading images, 

videos or private data/cleaning 

my computer/playing online/… 

1  1.2 The S raise their hands and 

give information about what they 

30’ R+ S + L + I+W T-S X 1.2 Participation self-

assessment (minimum 5 
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can share with fifth graders. They 

review their risks of internet prior 

knowledge. Each time that a 

student says something they 

leave a piece of paper on their 

table.  

They can use different supports 

to express their ideas in English: 

wordreference online dictionary, 

ask the teacher… 

The T writes in the popplet 

brainstorming all the important 

ideas from the students. 

S-S pieces of paper). 
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2 

2.1 In this second session the T 

makes students groups of three 

and explains to them the roles 

that they have to establish and 

accomplish in every teamwork 

time. The T shows and explains 

the self and peer assessment 

teamwork rubric that they have to 

do in each session in which they 

work in groups.  

 

 Group roles establishment. 

 Responsibilities. 

 Spokesperson: Talk in front of 

others to share the ideas of their 

own work group. 

 Facilitator: Order and Distribution 

of tasks. 

 Secretary: Write important 

information about the work. 

 Real examples. 

 Consequences. 

 Incorrect use. 

 Computer security. 

 Reliable web pages. 

 Key point. 

 Session 1 vocabulary. 

 We want to share our own work 

with you. 

 We looked for… and I found… 

 We have extract… 

 We have summarise the 

information and we think that the 

most important ideas are… 

 Participation/Leadership/Listenin

g/Feedback/Cooperation and time 

2.1 10’ 

2.2 35’ 

 

R+S+L+W+I 

T-S 

S-S 

X 

 

2.2 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

2.2 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

2.2 Progress assessment rubric 

teacher 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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2.2 Each group have to do the 

Lesson on Internet. Writing is 

individually. Then, each group 

establish their members’ role and 

has to come up with the ideas 

related to their topic in group 

table and share them with the 

other groups. Through these 

findings the students write the 

information found in a word 

document and share them with 

the other groups. 

 

 

 

 

file:///E:/ESCOLES/ESCOLA%20CIRCELL/GEP/CLIL%20ACTIVITY/THE%20LESSON%20ON%20INTERNET.pdf
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3 

3.1 The T shows the students a 

Prezi presentation on this topic as 

an example.  

 

3.2 The students have to review 

and rewrite the activity 1 mind 

map and establish the main ideas 

of the topic. In groups of three 

they have to work on an item from 

the mind map. 

3.3 Finally the students and the 

teacher assess the self and peer 

teamwork with rubrics. 

3.4 Review:  The students have to 

remember and review all words 

and ideas that they have just 

learned in this lesson. Each one 

Session 1 and 2 vocabulary. 

 - What does this 

word/expression/sentence mean? 

- Can I/you look for the meaning in the 

dictionary? 

- Do you know how to work on a Prezi 

presentation or any other presentation 

support? 

- What presentation support do you want 

to use? 

- Do you know any reliable web pages/ 

videos/ news? 

- What characteristics do you think has 

our own presentation? 

- Do you have any more ideas? 

3.1 10’ 

3.2 15’ 

3.3 15’ 

3.4 5’ 

R+S+L+W+I 

T-S 

S-S 

X 

3.3 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

3.3 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

3.2 and 3.3 Progress 

assessment rubric teacher 

 

http://prezi.com/vidcielqq2bj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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have 2 minutes to have a look it 

and then explain it orally to 

his/her partner. The student that 

is listen to each other can tick 

words and ideas that he or she 

have written in their paper, those 

aspects they have in common.  

 

- 

Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedba

ck/Cooperation and time management. 

- I think you’re working well but… 

- I think I’m working well, but… 

- What do you think? 

4 

4.1 The teacher provides students 

with a draft Prezi presentation as 

a support for them to create their 

own presentation. 

4.2 Sign in Prezi and begin their 

Prezi include different supports 

that show dangerous situations 

and give advice on how to deal 

with them. The students have a 

list of useful vocabulary and 

 Session 1,2, 3 vocabulary 

 Title. 

 Information. 

 Supports: Images/Videos/Reliable 

news of situations. 

 Slides. 

 Effects. 

4.1 10’ 

4.2 25’ 

4.3 10’ 

 

S+L+W+I 

T-S 

S-S 

X 

4.3 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

4.3 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 Progress 

assessment rubric teacher 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ddijg3Ge5D9B0sTDp8VdX3Am42wUsKbl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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expressions. KEY WORDS 

PROJECT 

4.3 Finally, the teacher and the 

students have to assess the self 

and peer teamwork progress. 

Review:  The students have to 

remember and review all words 

and ideas that they have just 

learned in this lesson. Each one 

have 2 minutes to have a look it 

and then explain it orally to 

his/her partner. The student that 

is listen to each other can tick 

words and ideas that he or she 

have written in their paper, those 

aspects they have in common.  

 

 Presentation Design 

 What type of design do you 

prefer? 

 We have looked for information 

and filled in the gaps in the 

presentation draft. 

 What can we write in the slide 1, 

2, 3…? 

 What supports can we add in this 

slide? 

 Do you have any more ideas? 

How can we improve it? 

 Participation/Leadership/Listenin

g/Feedback/Cooperation and time 

management. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
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 I think you’re working well but… 

 I think I’m working well, but… 

 What do you think? 

5 

5.1 In the whole group they have 

to create the final enjoyable Prezi 

with the slides of every students 

group. 

5.2 Distribute the information and 

practise how to do an enjoyable 

and clear talk of it to fifth graders, 

in front of the 6th graders, the 

teacher, the other 6th grade class 

and techs of the school, the 

computer workshop teachers, and 

take into account the important 

parts of oral presentation that 

teacher provides students with a 

 Session 1, 2, 3 and 4 vocabulary. 

 - PowerPoint structure 

 - Text (linguistically adequate) 

 - Example supports: images, 

videos, news 

 - Correct vocabulary and 

grammar 

 - Tone of voice 

 - Presentation quality: 

comprehension/proposal 

conviction 

5.1 10’ 

5.2 25’ 

5.3 10’ 

 

R+S+L+W+I 

S-Expert 

S-S 

X 

5.1 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

5.1 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

5.1 and 5.2 Progress 

assessment rubric teacher 

5.3 Self, peer and teacher 

assessment talk presentation 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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rubric. 

5.3 Assess the process (teacher 

and students). Review:  The 

students have to remember and 

review all words and ideas that 

they have just learned in this 

lesson. Each one have 2 minutes 

to have a look it and then explain 

it orally to his/her partner. The 

student that is listen to each other 

can tick words and ideas that he 

or she have written in their paper, 

those aspects they have in 

common.  

 

 - Body posture and visual contact 

 - Time management. 

 How do you pronounce this 

word? 

 In this part I want to talk to you 

about… 

 Now, my classmate will explain/ 

show you… 

 

6 
6.1 The students have to design a 

kahoot game draft 

 - Questionnaire 

 - Questions/answers 

6.1 20’ S+L+W+I S-S X 
6.4 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14u4EC07IiM3DRqoiiZkIEkJ209Gf0HIg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
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6.2 Create a final questionnaire 

game in kahoot web. 

6.3 The students have to try to 

play in it. 

6.4 Students and teacher have to 

assess their teamwork progress. 

Review:  The students have to 

remember and review all words 

and ideas that they have just 

learned in this lesson. Each one 

have 2 minutes to have a look it 

and then explain it orally to 

his/her partner. The student that 

is listen to each other can tick 

words and ideas that he or she 

have written in their paper, those 

aspects they have in common.  

 - Time to answer. 

 - Tittle. 

 - Cover image. 

- Do you know any questionnaire 

games? 

- Do you know how to use a kahoot 

game? 

- Which part do we prepare before 

beginning with the kahoot? 

- Which title, questions, answers, 

time to answer and cover image 

do you want to add to the kahoot 

draft? 

- Is it correct? 

- How do we copy the kahoot link 

6.2 15’ 

6.3 5’ 

6.4 5’ 

6.4 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

6.1, 6.2 and 6.4  Progress 

assessment rubric teacher 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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 to a Prezi presentation? 

- Let’s try to play in the kahoot. 

7 

7.1 The students work on the talk 

through the Prezi presentation. 

7.2 The students resolve fifth 

grade students’ questions. 

7.3 The students present the 

kahoot game to the fifth grade 

students and they play it.  

7.4 The students check their 

peers understanding through the 

kahoot questionnaire game 

results/Extract common errors 

and solve misunderstandings.  

 

- Session 1 to 6 vocabulary. 

 -  Today we want to introduce an 

important topic: risks of internet. 

 - How many people use internet 

every day? 

 - What types of risks are you 

aware of? 

 - Well, let’s begin with the talk and 

at the end if you want to ask any 

questions, raise your hand. 

  Thank you. 

 - There are a lot of types of 

internet risks, but today you are 

7.1 20’ 

7.2 5’ 

7.3 15’ 

7.4 5’ 

 

R+S+I S-S X 
7.1 Self, peer and teacher 

assessment talk 

presentation 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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going to learn how to use the 

internet correctly and avoid 

undesirable situations. 

 - To start, I want to talk about… 

 - In this part I want to talk to you 

about… 

 - Now, my classmate will explain/ 

show you… 

 - Well, now it is your turn to check 

if you have understood the most 

important points of internet risks. 

 - We have prepared a kahoot 

questionnaire game and you have 

to play in it in pairs and with 

tablets, the group that gets the 

most points wins! Good luck, you 
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can start! 

 - Ok, let’s to review your answers 

and scores. 

 - The common errors are… 

- And the winner is… 

8 

8.1 The students and the teacher 

have to review the last 

session. The students have to 

do a peer and self-

assessment teamwork and 

self, peer talk presentation 

assessment. 

8.2 The students have to share 

the kahoot results. 

8.3 The students have to take 

notes about ideas to improve their 

 

- Session 7 vocabulary. 

- Self, peer and teacher 

assessment. 

- Project progress assessment. 

- Weaknesses and strengths. 

- What the common errors and 

misunderstandings were there at 

the end of the talk? How can we 

8.1 20’ 

8.2 10’ 

8.3 15’ 

 

R+S+L+W+I 

T-S 

S-S 

- 

8.1 Peer assessment 

teamwork rubric 

8.1 Self-assessment teamwork 

rubric 

8.1 Progress assessment rubric 

teacher 

8.1 Self, peer and teacher 

assessment talk presentation 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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weaknesses and promote their 

strengths.  

improve this for the next talk? 

-  What can we improve in our 

presentation? 

- Let’s compare the results of 

rubrics in all project progress 

assessment (self, peer and 

teacher rubrics). 

- What weaknesses and strengths 

have we found? 

- What conclusions can we extract 

to improve our own work? 

- Are teachers and students’ mark 

similar? 

- Yes, but/because… 

- No, because… 
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INDEX 

1. Key words project 

2. PBL PROJECT PowerPoint 

3. All specific teachers indications with links 

3.1 student material for each session 

4. All assessment rubrics 
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1. KEY WORDS PROJECT 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

Lexicon, grammatical and syntactical structures and expressions: 

Session 1: 

Vocabulary: 

 Risks of internet 

 Hackers: reliable information sources, spies, steal/access your account and find your house address/personal information) 

 Social networks (privacy-private account), texting with false contacts (paedophiles) 

 Private data, photos and videos (privacy). 
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 Computer cleaning: viruses, malwares… 

 Dangerous online games and challenges. 

Expressions: 

 I know someone that… 

 I know a situation where… 

 When I’m: texting/finding information/uploading images, videos or private data/cleaning my computer/playing online/… 

 

Session 2: 

Vocabulary: 

 Group roles establishment. 

 Responsibilities. 

 Spokesperson: Talk in front of others to share the ideas of their own work group. 
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 Facilitator: Order and Distribution of tasks. 

 Secretary: Write important information about the work. 

 Real examples. 

 Consequences. 

 Incorrect use. 

 Computer security. 

 Reliable web pages. 

 Key point. 

 Session 1 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

 We want to share our own work with you. 

 We looked for… and have found… 
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 We have extract… 

 We have summarised the information and we think that the most important ideas are… 

 Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

 I think you’re working well but… 

 I think I’m working well, but… 

 What do you think? 

Session 3: 

Vocabulary: 

  Session 1 and 2 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

- What does this word/expression/sentence mean? 

- Can I/you look for the meaning in the dictionary? 
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- Do you know how to work on a Prezi presentation or any other presentation support? 

- What presentation support do you want to use? 

- Do you know any reliable web pages/ videos/ news? 

- What characteristics do you think has our own presentation? 

- Do you have any more ideas? 

- Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

- I think you’re working well but… 

- I think I’m working well, but… 

- What do you think? 

Session 4 

Vocabulary 

 Session 1,2, 3 vocabulary 
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 Title. 

 Information. 

 Supports: Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations. 

 Slides. 

 Effects. 

 Presentation Design 

Expressions: 

 What type of design do you prefer? 

 We looked for information and filled in the gaps in the presentation draft. 

 What can we write in the slide 1, 2, 3…? 

 How can we write this word? 

 What supports can we add to this slide? 
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 Do you have any more ideas? How can we improve it? 

 Participation/Leadership/Listening/Feedback/Cooperation and time management. 

 I think you’re working well but… 

 I think I’m working well, but… 

 What do you think? 

Session 5: 

Vocabulary:  

  - Session 1, 2, 3 and 4 vocabulary. 

 - PowerPoint structure 

 - Text (linguistically adequate) 

 - Example supports: images, videos, news 

 - Correct vocabulary and grammar 
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 - Tone of voice 

 - Presentation quality: comprehension/proposal conviction 

 - Body posture and visual contact 

 - Time management 

Expressions:  

 How do you pronounce this word? 

 In this part I want to talk to you about… 

 Now, my classmate will explain/show you… 

Session 6: 

Vocabulary: 

  - Questionnaire 

 - Questions/answers 
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 - Time to answer. 

 - Tittle. 

 - Cover image. 

Expressions. 

- Do you know any questionnaire game? 

- Do you know how to use a kahoot game? 

- Which part do we prepare before before planning the kahoot? 

- Which title, questions, answers, time to answer and cover image do you want to add to the kahoot draft? 

- Is it correct? 

- How do we copy the kahoot link in a Prezi presentation? 

- Let’s try to play in the kahoot. 

Session 7 
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Vocabulary: 

- Session 1 to 6 vocabulary. 

Expressions: 

 -  Today we want to introduce an important topic: risks of internet. 

 - How many people use internet every day? 

 - What risks are you aware of? 

 - Well, let’s begin with the talk and at the end if you want to ask any questions, raise your hand. Thank you. 

 - There are a lot of types of internet risks, but today you are going to learn how to use the internet correctly and avoid undesirable situations. 

 - To start I want to talk about… 

 - In this part I want to talk to you about… 

 - Now, my classmate will explain/show you… 

 - Well, now it is your turn to check if you have understood the most important points made about risks on the internet. 
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 - We have prepared a kahoot questionnaire game and you have to play it in pairs and with tablets, the group that gets the most points wins! Good luck, you can start! 

 - Ok, let’s review your answers and scores. 

 - The common errors are… 

- And the winner is… 

Session 8: 

Vocabulary:  

- Session 7 vocabulary. 

- Self, peer and teacher assessment. 

- Project progress assessment. 

- Weaknesses and strengths. 

Expressions: 

- Which common errors and misunderstandings were there at the end of the talk? How can we improve this in our next talk? 
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-  What can we improve in our presentation? 

- Let’s compare the results of rubrics in all project progress assessments (self, peer and teacher rubrics). 

- What weaknesses and strengths have we found? 

- What conclusions can we extract to improve our own work? 

- Are the teacher and your own marks similar? 

- Yes, but/because… 

- No, because… 
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2. PBL PROJECT PowerPoint 
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3. ALL SPECIFIC TEACHERS INDICATIONS WITH LINKS 

 

SESSION 1:  

Teacher and whole group class make a popplet about risks of internet in the app. 

Students have to use the “Key words project document”: useful vocabulary and expressions to continue with the lesson and express their one’s own ideas.  

Teaching materials: 

POPPLET APP 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

 

SESSION 2:  

In this second session the T makes SS groups of three and explains to them the roles that they have to establish and accomplish in every teamwork time. The T shows and 

explains the self and peer assessment teamwork rubric that they have to do in each session in which they work in groups. Each group have to do the Lesson on Internet. Writing 

is individually. Then, each group establish their members’ role and has to come up with the ideas related to their topic in group table and share them with the other groups. 

Through these findings the students write the information found in a word document and share them with the other groups.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
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Students have to use the “Key words project document”: useful vocabulary and expressions to continue with the lesson and express their one’s own ideas.  

Teaching materials:  

DOCUMENT: ROLES AND TOPICS FOR EACH GROUP 

THE LESSON ON INTERNET 

THE FISRT LESSON ON INTERNET TEACHER ANSWERS 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

 

SESSION 3:  

The T shows the students a Prezi presentation on this topic as an example. The students have to review and rewrite the activity 1 mind map and establish the main ideas of the 

topic. In groups of three they have to work on an item from the mind map. Finally the students and the teacher assess the self and peer teamwork with rubrics. Review:  The 

students have to remember and review all words and ideas that they have just learned in this lesson. Each one have 2 minutes to have a look it and then explain it orally to 

his/her partner. The student that is listen to each other can tick words and ideas that he or she have written in their paper, those aspects they have in common.   

Teaching materials: 

about:blank
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIqwUMCtA2oQNNnPd0mV3iF2n21S0Q2y/view?usp=sharing
file:///E:/ESCOLES/ESCOLA%20CIRCELL/GEP/CLIL%20ACTIVITY/THE%20LESSON%20ON%20INTERNET.pdf
file:///E:/ESCOLES/ESCOLA%20CIRCELL/GEP/CLIL%20ACTIVITY/THE%20FIRST%20LESSON%20ON%20INTERNET%20teacher%20answers.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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KEY WORDS PROJECT 

PREZI PRESENTATION 

POPPLET APP 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

 

SESSION 4:  

The teacher provides students with a draft Prezi presentation as a support for them to create their own presentation. Sign in Prezi and begin their Prezi include different supports 

that show dangerous situations and give advice on how to deal with them. The students have a list of useful vocabulary and expressions: KEY WORDS PROJECT. Finally, the 

teacher and the students have to assess the self and peer teamwork progress. Review:  The students have to remember and review all words and ideas that they have just 

learned in this lesson. Each one have 2 minutes to have a look it and then explain it orally to his/her partner. The student that is listen to each other can tick words and ideas that 

he or she have written in their paper, those aspects they have in common. 

Teaching materials: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
http://prezi.com/vidcielqq2bj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1doKEtwNPBQ2Q2UFuCbwD6Bc5GLzZSFof/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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DRAFT PREZI PRESENTATION 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

 

 

 

SESSION 5:  

In the whole group they have to create the final enjoyable Prezi with the slides of every students group. Distribute the information and practise how to do an enjoyable and clear 

talk of it to fifth graders, in front of the 6th graders, the teacher, the other 6th grade class and techs of the school, the computer workshop teachers, and take into account the 

important parts of oral presentation that teacher provides students with a rubric. Assess the process (teacher and students). Review:  The students have to remember and review 

all words and ideas that they have just learned in this lesson. Each one have 2 minutes to have a look it and then explain it  orally to his/her partner. The student that is listen to 

each other can tick words and ideas that he or she have written in their paper, those aspects they have in common.   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ddijg3Ge5D9B0sTDp8VdX3Am42wUsKbl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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Teaching materials: 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

IMPORTANT PARTS OF ORAL PRESENTATION 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

 

SESSION 6: 

The students have to design a kahoot game draft Create a final questionnaire game in kahoot web. The students have to try to play in it. Students and teacher have to assess 

their teamwork progress. Review:  The students have to remember and review all words and ideas that they have just learned in this lesson. Each one have 2 minutes to have a 

look it and then explain it orally to his/her partner. The student that is listen to each other can tick words and ideas that he or she have written in their paper, those aspects they 

have in common.   

Teaching materials: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
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KEY WORDS PROJECT 

KAHOOT GAME DRAFT 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

 

 

SESSION 7: 

The students work on the talk through the Prezi presentation. The students resolve fifth grade students’ questions. The students present the kahoot game to the fifth grade 

students and they play it. The students check their peers understanding through the kahoot questionnaire game results/Extract common errors and solve misunderstandings. 

Teaching materials: 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

SELF, PEER AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT TALK PRESENTATION  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14u4EC07IiM3DRqoiiZkIEkJ209Gf0HIg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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SESSION 8: 

The students and the teacher have to review the last session. The students have to do a peer and self-assessment teamwork and self, peer talk presentation assessment. The 

students have to share the kahoot results. The students have to take notes about ideas to improve their weaknesses and promote their strengths.   

Teaching materials: 

KEY WORDS PROJECT 

PEER ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

SELF-ASSESSMENT TEAMWORK RUBRIC 

PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC TEACHER 

SELF, PEER AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT TALK PRESENTATION 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17NugNLspRomNxvS29qtkK04qrXHeTzt5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuZSdiWLnb28-afNxDNxOHwSlvzsw6U3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EIE1YKvrjl44NHlfmzdFEwNmkRUYuC8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xvMuXbnv9StsSBtohuOdT4VSBN5S1j3Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuDu7f5C49raKIWHo6tp9L5tKbnnACzF/view?usp=sharing
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3.1. Student material 

Session 1: 
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Session 2: 

 
 Teamwork roles  
-Spokesperson: Talk in front of others to share the ideas of their own work group.  
-Facilitator: Ordering and Distribution of tasks.  
-Secretary: Write important information about the work.  
Ideas to develop through the brainstorming popplet in groups  
Group 1: information, a real example and the consequences of incorrect use of computer security: hackers (steal/access your account and find your house address).  
Group 2: information, a real example and consequences of incorrect use of social networks (privacy-private account).  
Group 3: information, a real example and consequences of false contacts (pedophiles).  

Group 4: information, a real example of incorrect use of your private data, photos and videos (privacy). 

THE FIRST LESSON ON INTERNET 

 

Listening 

https://youtu.be/XfivNIOvfWw 

 

https://youtu.be/XfivNIOvfWw
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The activities 

1. Listening gap fill: Oral comprehension 
I think the Internet is the greatest _______________________. Think how it has changed the world. So much information is out there. _______________________ 

changed my life. I can chat with friends, download music, buy books and _______________________ I need for my homework. It took days or 

_______________________ any of these things before the Internet. I spend hours every day online. I think I _______________________ too long. I’m sure 

_______________________ computer screen all day isn’t good for my eyes. I think it’s also _______________________. I need to exercise a little more. The only thing 

I don’t like about the Internet _______________________ be dangerous. I don’t really _______________________ personal information online, especially on 

_______________________ sites like Facebook. 

 
2. Correct the spelling: Reading comprehension 1 
 

Social networking sites 

Social networking sites are now a primary cersou for communicating and keeping in touch with friends and family. You share pictures, post updates and reveal all sorts 

of prsnleoa information about yourself – which makes these sites prime targets for criminal activity. 
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What are the risks? 

● Your personal information could be stolen by a cyber-criminal, putting your identity and cntacous at risk. 

● The personal information you share nileon could give cyber criminals enough to piece together your email address and password. 

● Cyber criminals could gain access to any account that has a password recovery service and use any saved information to make purchases. 

● Links in gesamess from cyber criminals posing as someone you know could be a part of a phishing attack trying to trick you into sharing personal information or 

contain malware that infects your computer. 

● Geotagged tophos are photos that have geographical information, like your current location, added to them – and today, most smartphones and digital cameras 

have a function that automatically geotags all your photos unless you turn it off.  Geotags can expose where you live, when you're traveling and even what car 

you drive, which could make you a target for robbery. 

● When you update your status with your whereabouts on a regular basis, you could tip someone off to your tironeu, and invite real-life threats like robberies, 

break-ins or stalking. 

● If you add "rifensd" you don't know, you could become the victim of a scam. 

● Apps deleted from your account may not be fully deleted – the creator may still have access to your information. 

● If you don't have a strong password, others could gain access to your fiporle and pose as you – and potentially send out spam or fake posts that are damaging to 

you. 

● Potential employers could search social networking sites to get a sense of your character. If you've uploaded damaging or embarrassing photos or posts to your 

cisoal network account, you could hurt your reputation and your chances of employment. 

https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/index-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/rsks/cmmn-thrts-eng.aspx#s05
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/scl-ntwrk-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/usng-psswrds-en.aspx
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Three of the easiest things you can do to be sure of your privacy on social networking sites are:  

● Choose a strong ssorpawd 

● Take the time to set your privacy setting to control who can see what 

● Always think carefully about any information you choose to arhes online 

Find out other ways to trotpec yourself online 

 

 

Unjumble the words: Reading comprehension 2 

The Internet of Things 

The Internet of Things (IoT) devices physical to refers (also called “smart” or “connected” devices) that connect to each other and the Internet, as well as collect and 

exchange data using embedded technology. These devices thermostats from that range can be adjusted from your smart phone, to doorbells equipped with cameras 

that send images to your tablet, to pedometers that automatically walking online statistics post your.  

https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/usng-psswrds-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/usng-psswrds-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/scl-ntwrk-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/index-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/index-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/prtctn-dntty/index-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/index-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-yrslf/index-en.aspx
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There are many advantages to these smart devices. They can be fun, help you become more efficient, give you peace of mind, and free you from some tedious tasks. 

However, in worth it’s mind keeping that if you can access all this data remotely, so could a cybercriminal. 

Using malware, turn devices can hackers into remotely-controlled "bots”. These “bots” can then be used to spread viruses and other malware, and even conduct 

a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) against other systems. Once compromised, a device’s camera and microphone hacker used by also can be the. In fact, some 

baby monitors, children’s toys, as well as certain insulin pumps and pacemakers have been shown to be easily hackable. An added concern is that some manufacturers 

of smart devices reserve the right, in the terms and conditions, to store data and share it with undisclosed parties. 

As more and more everyday objects become connected IoT devices, there are important measures can protect your take to you privacy and security: 

● passwords strong Use for your Wi-Fi network and smart devices. 

● Maintain good cyber security practices (e.g. keep software updated, open don’t email attachments from people you don’t know, etc.) 

● Turn off geolocation when it isn’t needed; if an application can see your location, a hacker could too. 

● Read and understand the terms and conditions of a new device or toy before you buy it, particularly what data will be kept or shared by the manufacturer. 

● Power down anything with a camera and microphone you when not it using are. 

 

 

https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/rsks/cmmn-thrts-en.aspx#ddos
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Read this text and answer the questions: Reading comprehension 3 

There are any risks of internet that usually I can find in our new technologies daily use. One of them is Hacking, 

Hacking is a term used to describe actions taken by someone to gain unauthorized access to a computer. The availability of information online on the tools, techniques, 

and malware makes it easier for even non-technical people to undertake malicious activities. Is the process by which cyber criminals gain access to your computer. To 

avoid their danger I can: 

- Find weaknesses (or pre-existing bugs) in your security settings and exploit them in order to access your information. 

- Install a Trojan horse, providing a back door for hackers to enter and search for your information. 

And Malwares, are malicious software that infects your computer, such as computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, spyware, and adware. To avoid that this software 

damage your computer you can: 

● Intimidate you with scareware, which is usually a pop-up message that tells you your computer has a security problem or other false information. 

● Reformat the hard drive of your computer causing you to lose all your information. 

● Alter or delete files. 

● Steal sensitive information. 

● Send emails on your behalf. 

● Take control of your computer and all the software running on it. 
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As well as we known, other risk is how you have to protect our own computers, laptops and tablets. This gadgets are really an extension of you, storing huge amounts 

of your personal information: photos, contacts, financial information and more. To protect yourself, it's important to keep your devices safe and secure when you're 

online. 

● Passwords: The importance of passwords on your devices. 

● Software: Protecting your devices from malware. 

● Firewalls: Using the safety features of your devices. 

● Web Browser Settings: Adding an extra layer of security. 

● OS Updates: Why it's important to stay up-to-date. 

● Public Computers: Keeping yourself safe on a public computer. 

● Wi-Fi Networks: Securing your home network and staying safe on public Wi-Fi. 

● Downloading and File Sharing: Taking precautions when you're sharing with millions. 

● VoIP: Making secure phone calls over the Internet. 

Answer the questions: 

- How is called the action of taken by someone to gain unauthorized access to a computer? 

 

- What name have hacking people? 

https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/psswrds-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/psswrds-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/sftwr-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/sftwr-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/frwlls-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/frwlls-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/brwsr-sttngs-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/brwsr-sttngs-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/os-pdts-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/os-pdts-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/pblc-cmptrs-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/pblc-cmptrs-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/wf-ntwrks-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/wf-ntwrks-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/dwnldng-shrng-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/dwnldng-shrng-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/vp-en.aspx
https://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/prtct-dvcs/cmptrs-tblts/vp-en.aspx
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- What can I do to avoid hackers? 

 

 

- What is a malware? 

 

 

- What can I do to avoid malwares of my computer? 

 

 

- How can I protect my personal information in public computers? 

 

 

- Can I downloading something in any web page? Why? 

 

 

- It’s necessary to do OS updates? Why? 
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3. Make a lap book about sexual abuse. Show it to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your posters. 
What is sexual abuse? 

Sexual abuse is when an adult, adolescent or older child uses a younger child or youth for his or her own sexual pleasure. 

Sexual abuse can happen to both males and females, children and youth. It also includes “exploitation”—trafficking, prostitution and child sex abuse images 

(pornography). 

Children or youth can be sexually abused by being touched on the sexual parts of the body or being forced to touch someone else’s. Sexual abuse can also be non-

touching. 

Non-touching sexual abuse: 

● Being shown videos or sexual pictures 

● Being forced to listen to sexual talk or comments about one’s body 

● Being forced to pose for seductive or sexual photographs 

● Being forced to look at sexual parts of the body 

● Being forced to watch sexual acts 
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● Being watched in a sexual way while clothed or unclothed 

● Receiving intrusive written or spoken questions or comments in-person or online. 

Who sexually abuses children or youth? 

Sexual offenders are usually people we know and trust. They can be anyone—child, youth, adult, male, or female. 

Sexual abuse is never the fault of the victim 

Sexual offenders are very good at trying to make kids feel responsible for the abuse. Children and youth are the innocent victims and are NEVER AT FAULT FOR 

SEXUAL ABUSE! 

It is hard to tell someone when you have been abused, but it is important to do so to get help 

Children and youth who have been sexually abused feel betrayed by the people who have hurt them and are afraid to disclose the sexual abuse because they fear 

negative consequences if they tell someone. But it’s important to tell someone so they can get help. 

Get help for sexual abuse 

If you have been or are being sexually abused, or if you know someone who is being sexually abused, it is important to get help. 

http://www.redcross.ca/What-We-Do/Violence-Bullying-and-Abuse-Prevention/Youth/Get-Help-Now
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Protect you and your friends from online sexual exploitation 

Be on alert if an online contact: 

● Asks you personal questions like where you live or go to school—don’t give details that will help them locate you offline! 

● Offers you gifts or money—they are trying to find out where you live or make you feel like you owe them something. 

● Asks where your computer is located—they might be trying to figure out if you are alone 

● Tries to get you to talk about sexual stuff or send pictures. Remember—everything sent over the internet can be shared with a million people, and could last 

forever. 

● Gives you nicknames like “beautiful” or is overly nice—they might be trying to soften you up to manipulate you 

● Keeps bugging you to do stuff you don’t want to 

● Wants to meet you in private. If an online friend is really legit, they should have no problem meeting you or your parents in public. 

 
4. Student internet survey and share opinions: Writing expression 1 and oral expression 1 

Write five GOOD questions about Internet in the table. Do this in pairs. Each student must write the questions on his / her own paper. When you have 
finished, interview other students. Write down their answers and discuss your ideas.  

  STUDENT 1 STUDENT 2 STUDENT 3 
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_____________ _____________ _____________ 

Q.
1. 

  

      

Q.
2. 

  

      

Q.

3. 

  

      

Q.

4. 

  

      

Q.       
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5. 

  

     

● Now return to your original partner and share and talk about what you found out. Change partners often. 
● Make mini-presentations to other groups on your findings. 

Q.1.: - 

-  

-  

Q.2.: -  

-  

-  

Q.3.: -  

-  
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-  

Q.4.: -  

-  

-  

Q.5.: -  

-  

-  

Talk about your answers and extract conclusions, similarities and differences. 

Similarities: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Differences: 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Conclusions:  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Write a magazine: Writing expression 2 

Write a magazine article about Internet. Read what you wrote to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 

First step: Review how do you have to write an article: 
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Second step: Order your own ideas and let’s do the article draft: 

Article tittle/topic:  
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Headline key word: 

How do you begin the headline? 

 

Byline key word: 

How do you begin de byline? 

 

Lead paragraph idea: 

 

How do you begin the lead 

paragraph? 
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Explanation paragraphs ideas: 

How do you begin to explain each 

one’s own ideas? 

 

Additional info:  

Third step: Let’s write your article about internet.  

 

____________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 

 

5. INTERNET INFO: Search on risks of internet and find more information consequences and good way to act in front of them in next lesson. 
Have a good presentation of your topic and share main ideas about what you discover with your partner(s). 

 Table for each group of students 
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GROUP 1    

- Information of 

incorrect use of 

computer security: 

hackers (steal/access 

your account and 

find your house 

address). 

   

-Consequences    
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-A real example     

 

Session 3: 

Prezi presentation 

http://prezi.com/vidcielqq2bj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
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Session 4:  

Prezi Presentation Draft 

Group number:        Members:                                                      Class:             Date: 

 

Slide 1 Title: 

Information: 

 

 

 

 

Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 

 

 

Slide 2 Title: 

Information: 

 

 

 

 

Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 
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Slide 3 Title: 

Information: 

 

 

 

 

Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 

 

 

Slide 4 Title: 

Information: 

 

 

 

 

Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 

 

 

Slide 5 Title: 

Information: 
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Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 

 

 

Slide 6 Title: 

Information: 

 

 

 

 

Supports: 

- Images/Videos/Reliable news of situations: 

 

 

Slide 7 Title: 

Information: 
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4. ALL ASSESSMENT RUBRICS 

Peer Assessment Collaboration Rubric 

 

 4 3 2 1 

Participation Group 

member 

participated 

fully and was 

always on task 

in class. 

Group 

member 

participated 

most of the 

time and was 

on task most of 

the time. 

 

Group 

member 

participated 

but wasted 

time regularly 

and/ or was 

rarely on task. 

 

Group 

member did 

not 

participate, 

wasted time, or 

worked on 

unrelated 

material. 

Leadership Group 

member 

assumed 

leadership in 

Group 

member 

sometimes 

assumed 

Group 

member 

usually 

allowed others 

Group 

member did 

not assume 

leadership or 
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an 

appropriate 

way when 

necessary by 

helping the 

group stay on 

track, 

encouraging 

group 

participation, 

posing 

solutions to 

problems, and 

having a 

positive 

attitude. 

leadership in 

an 

appropriate 

way. 

to assume 

leadership or 

often 

dominated the 

group. 

assumed it in a 

non-

productive 

manner. 

Listening Group 

member 

listened 

carefully to 

Group 

member 

usually listened 

to others’ 

Group 

member 

sometimes did 

not listen to 

Group 

member did 

not listen to 

others and 
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others’ ideas. ideas. others’ ideas. often 

interrupted 

them. 

Feedback Group 

member 

offered 

detailed, 

constructive 

feedback 

when 

appropriate. 

Group 

member 

offered 

constructive 

feedback 

when 

appropriate. 

Group 

member 

occasionally 

offered 

constructive 

feedback, but 

sometimes the 

comments 

were 

inappropriate 

or not useful. 

Group 

member did 

not offer 

constructive or 

useful 

feedback. 

Cooperation Group 

member 

treated others 

respectfully 

and shared 

Group 

member 

usually treated 

others 

respectfully 

Group 

member 

sometimes 

treated others 

disrespectfully 

Group 

member often 

treated others 

disrespectfully 

and/or did not 
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the work load 

fairly. 

and shared 

the work load 

fairly. 

and/or did not 

share the work 

load fairly. 

share the work 

load fairly. 

Time 

Management 

Group 

member 

completed 

assigned tasks 

on time. 

Group 

member 

usually 

completed 

assigned tasks 

on time and 

did not hold 

up progress on 

the newspaper 

because of 

incomplete 

work. 

Group 

member often 

did not 

complete 

assigned tasks 

on time, and 

often held up 

completion of 

the 

newspaper. 

Group 

member did 

not complete 

most of the 

assigned tasks 

on time and 

often forced 

the group to 

make last-

minute 

adjustments 

and changes 

to 

accommodate 

missing work. 
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Write the number of the description that fits each group members’ participation in the box under the collaboration skill. Include your own name in the list.  

 4—Student is functioning at a high level and does not need to improve;  

 3—Student is working well within the group but has a few areas which could be improved;  

 2—Student is making an attempt to work well but needs to improve in some areas;  

 1—Student does not seem to be trying to work well with the group and needs to improve a great deal.  

Group Member Participation Leadership Listenin

g 

Feedba

ck 

Cooperati

on 

Time 

Manageme

nt 

Score 

G1 Myself:               /24 

G1 Yourself:       /24 

G1 Yourself:       /24 

G2 Myself:       /24 
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G2 Yourself:       /24 

G2 Yourself:       /24 

G3 Myself:       /24 

G3 Yourself:       /24 

G3 Yourself:       /24 

G4 Myself:       /24 

G4 Yourself:       /24 

G4 Yourself:       /24 
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Teacher:                                                                  Class:                 Session:            Date:  

Write the names of your students of each group in the numbered boxes.  Then, assign themselves a value for each listed attribute. 

Values:    5=Superior/AE    4=Above Average/AN     3=Average/AS     2=Below Average/AS     1=Weak/NA 

Attribute Participated 

in group 

discussions. 

Helped 

keep the 

group on 

task. 

Contribute

d useful 

ideas.   

 

How 

much 

work was 

done 

Quality of 

complete

d work 

Comments Final 

Mark 

G1 Student 1:        

G1 Student 2:        

G1 Student 3:        

G2 Student 1:        

G2 Student 2:        
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G2 Student 3:        

G3 Student 1:        

G3 Student 2:        

G3 Student 3:        

G4 Student 1:        

G4 Student 2:        

G4 Student 3:        
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Students Self Evaluation: 

 

Category  4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point 

Contributions 

 

Routinely provides useful 

ideas when participating in 

the group and in classroom 

discussion. A leader who 

contributes a lot of effort. 

Usually provides useful 

ideas when participating in 

the group and in classroom 

discussion. A strong group 

member who tries hard! 

Sometimes provides useful 

ideas when participating in the 

group and in classroom 

discussion. A satisfactory group 

member who does what is 

required. 

Rarely provides useful ideas 

when participating in the 

group and in classroom 

discussion. May refuse to 

participate. 

Problem-

solving 

 

Actively looks for and 

suggests solutions to 

problems. 

Refines solutions suggested 

by others. 

 

Does not suggest or refine 

solutions, but is willing to try out 

solutions suggested by others. 

Does not try to solve 

problems or help others solve 

problems. 

Lets others do the work. 

Attitude 

 

Is never publicly critical of 

the project or the work of 

others. Always has a 

positive attitude about the 

task(s). 

Is rarely publicly critical of 

the project or the work of 

others. Often has a positive 

attitude about the task(s). 

Is occasionally publicly critical of 

the project or the work of other 

members of the group. Usually 

has a positive attitude about the 

task(s). 

Is often publicly critical of the 

project or the work of other 

members of the group. Is 

often negative about the 

task(s). 
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Focus on the 

task 

 

Consistently stays focused 

on the task and what needs 

to be done. Very self-

directed. 

Focuses on the task and 

what needs to be done most 

of the time. Other group 

members can count on this 

person. 

Focuses on the task and what 

needs to be done some of the 

time. Other group members 

must sometimes nag, prod, and 

remind to keep this person on 

task. 

Rarely focuses on the task 

and what needs to be done. 

Lets others do the work. 

Working with 

Others 

 

Almost always listens to, 

shares with, and supports 

the efforts of others. Tries to 

keep people working well 

together. 

Usually listens to, shares, 

with, and supports the 

efforts of others. Does not 

cause "waves" in the group. 

Often listens to, shares with, and 

supports the efforts of others, 

but sometimes is not a good 

team member. 

Rarely listens to, shares with, 

and supports the efforts of 

others. Often is not a good 

team player. 

POINTS      

MARK: 
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